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In this era of rampant sequelizing, has any filmmaker more
playfully inverted the standard more-of-the-same
monotony than Richard Linklater? His Oscar-nominated

“Boyhood” was, if nothing else, a compendium of life’s chap-
ters, filmed - and lived - year after year. His “Before” trilogy
reteamed Julie Delpy and Ethan Hawke, every nine years, for
strolling encounters that compressed and marveled at the
passage of time. His last film, “Everybody Wants Some!!”
was billed as a “spiritual sequel” to Linklater’s “Dazed and
Confused” - a college movie to bookend a high school one.

In Linklater Land, nothing is ever “rebooted.” The ripples
of time are interesting enough, just as they are. But
Linklater’s latest, “Last Flag Flying,” is a still more unortho-
dox kind of sequel. It’s a kind of follow-up to Hal Ashby’s
great 1973 film “The Last Detail,” in which two petty officers
(Otis Young and a young, blistering Jack Nicholson) who are
transporting a naive 18-year-old soldier (Randy Quaid) from
Norfolk, Virginia, to the brig in New Hampshire, where he’s
been sentenced to serve eight years for attempting to steal
$40 from a charity box. Ashby’s film was a real-time
odyssey, glorious in its fiery expletives (courtesy of screen-
writer Robert Towne) and seething in its outrage. As a film,

it’s still alive, and Nicholson’s cackle still echoes.
“Last Flag Flying” is a journey mapped over the same

terrain, but the central trio are now well into middle age and
their reason for reunion, three decades later, is more melan-
choly still. Larry “Doc” Shepherd (Steve Carell, in a version
of Quaid’s character) gathers together his old Vietnam War
buddies - Sal Nealon (Bryan Cranston, the Nicholson-esque,
anti-authoritarian rabble-rouser of the bunch) and Rev.
Richard Mueller (Laurence Fishburne, whose character
draws partly from Young’s real life) - to bury his son, a
Marine killed in Iraq.

The source of the tale is author Darryl Ponicsan’s 2003
novel, which was a direct sequel to his 1970 book, the one
Ashby and Towne turned into a film. But Linklater’s film has
severed some of those ties, changing the characters names
and slightly shifting their background while still maintaining
much of the connective tissue to “The Last Detail.” It is, in
some sense, another “spiritual sequel.” Why distance “Last
Flag Flying” from “The Last Detail”? Well, not everyone is
so familiar with Ashby’s film, and perhaps more to the point:
Filling the shoes of Nicholson is a fool’s game, if ever there
was one.

Balance is off 
But while the film’s gentle, rolling humanism is indeed its

own, “The Last Detail” stands like an unspoken island
around which the movie flows. The balance of trio is off, too.
Cranston, a very gifted performer, is acting like a funny live-
wire while Nicholson sim-
ply was one. Carell, who
can render innocence as
well as anyone, gives a
performance that feels hol-
lowed out by its grieving
solemnity. Fishburne, never
one unsure of his footing,
alone feels in the right
place.

And while “Last Flag
Flying” is missing the edge
of Towne’s dialogue, it’s a
deeply thoughtful film
about how so much
changes (in one scene the
guys buy cell phones, marveling at the invention) while so
much stays the same. It might be 30 years later, but time
hasn’t altered the injustice for the foot soldiers enlisted to
fight ill-conceived wars. When the guys arrive in Washington
to see the body of Doc’s son, they soon find themselves dis-
agreeing with a hardline Marine colonel (Yul Vazquez) who
disapproves of Doc’s decision to bury his son at home in

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, instead of at Arlington
National Cemetery. The colonel and his tone are, to Sal,
exceedingly familiar.

There are scenes here that pulsate with anti-war passion,
sometimes a little too obviously, sometimes effectively. But

despite its flaws, the film
gathers an honest force as
it burrows deeper into its
characters as the group
(along with a current
Marine played by a memo-
rable J. Quinton Johnson)
makes its way up the coast.
It’s a trip that glimmers
with both mournful reflec-
tion on the human cost of
war and the abiding cama-
raderie among soldiers.

That “Last Flag Flying”
is a sequel, with future
installments sure to come,

is the point. Times change. New wars are fought. The same
kids pay the price. “Last Flag Flying,” an Amazon Studios
release, is rated R by the Motion Picture Association of
America for “language throughout including some sexual
references.” Running time: 124 minutes. Two and a half stars
out of four.

In ‘Last Flag Flying,’ an
anti-war tale told again

Film Review 

These images released by Lionsgate shows Laurence Fishburne, Bryan Cranston and Steve Carell in scenes from “Last
Flag Flying.” — AP photos 

This file photo taken on January 14, 2010 shows a man clearing debris in front of the
destroyed Sacre Coeur church in Port-au-Prince on January 14, 2010. — AFP 

A more
unorthodox

kind of sequel

Haiti is still reeling from the 2010
earthquake that killed more than
220,000 people, but from the debris

of its devastated towns, a nascent film indus-
try has begun to emerge. At its forefront is
Guetty Felin, whose “Ayiti Mon Amour,” a
portrait of a post-quake nation mourning its
dead, was recently announced as the
Caribbean country’s first ever entry for the
foreign film category at the Oscars.

Haitian-born Felin, who journeyed to
Port-au-Prince on a relief airplane 10 days
after the disaster, recalls the scenes that met
her as she landed, images that have stayed
with her as she has pursued a career in film-
making. “I had never smelled death before,
corpses everywhere. I was just like, ‘What is
this stench?’ All throughout the city, it was
just devastating,” she told AFP.

Laying waste to most of the Caribbean
nation’s schools, hospitals and infrastructure,
the magnitude 7.0 quake injured some
300,000 people and left another 1.5 million
homeless in what was already the poorest
nation in the Americas.

Seven years on, “Ayiti Mon Amour”
marks not only the emergence of a distinct
new voice in Haitian filmmaking but a mile-
stone in the country’s cultural recovery, as
the first ever locally-shot narrative feature
directed by a woman. Tapping into her past
work in documentary, Felin infuses the reali-
ties of modern-day Haiti-the power and
water shortages, the looming threat of cli-
mate change-with a lyricism that plays up its
mystical side.

Brutal dictatorship 
Set in Kabic, a small southeast fishing vil-

lage where the sea is gaining ground thanks
to climate change, Felin’s camera shows life
moving on, five years after the earthquake. A
teenager grieving his father discovers he has
developed a literally electrifying superpower
while an old fisherman who talks to his cow
thinks the cure for his ailing wife can be
found only in the sea. Elsewhere, the beauti-
ful, mysterious muse of a struggling novelist
and the main character in his book, becomes

restless and decides to leave him and pursue
her own life.

Born in Port-au-Prince, Felin divided
her childhood and adolescence between
New York and Haiti, although she came of
age artistically in Paris, where she studied
for a graduate degree in film and ended up
staying 20 years. Felin fell in love with cin-
ema at the drive-ins of Port-au-Prince, her
escape during the brutal dictatorship of
Francois “Papa Doc” Duvalier, who was
followed by his despotic son Jean-Claude,
or “Baby Doc.”  

“I grew up in this space knowing that the
dictatorship existed, but at the time it was a
space of joy,” she said, recalling her child-
hood home as a place of music and parties.
“There were moments where you were
totally afraid someone might get taken away.
So the fragility of life-that dance that my
parents had to do all the time-totally
inspired me.” “Ayiti Mon Amour”-which is
looking for a US distributor-stars just one
professional actor, while the rest of the cast
and much of the crew were culled from the
local community and Felin’s own family. 

‘Survivor’s guilt’ 
Her French husband, veteran cine-

matographer Herve Cohen, was in charge
of filming and her oldest son Yeelen acted
as her assistant, while his girlfriend per-
formed second camera duties. The real star
of the movie, though, is Felin’s youngest
son, Joakim Ethan Cohen, a 17-year-old
beginner at the time of the shoot who has
won acclaim for an accomplished debut
performance.

“He knew that what he was doing meant
a lot to me. It was like his gift to me,” said
Felin. “I directed him but it was so easy-
every take was really good-and I think he
knew the story inside out.” Haiti’s film indus-
try was already struggling before the earth-
quake. Its last picture house closed the year
before amid rampant film piracy, and no
movies were publicly screened anywhere for
five years after that.—AFP

Gripping TV and action-packed entertain-
ment awaits OSN subscribers this
November, with a superb line-up of

series, blockbuster movies, kids TV and the latest
Arabic shows.  

OSN Movies Star Wars HD 
Experience the world of Star Wars with the

complete franchise available on OSN’s very own
Star Wars dedicated pop-up channel, with the
original 6 episodes plus The Force Awakens and
Rogue One. OSN Movies Star Wars HD will
launch on November 24 (9am KSA) and the chan-
nel will run for 16 days concluding on December
9. This is your chance to catch up on all the Star
Wars movies before the release of the new Star
Wars: The Last Jedi on December 15.

OSN Series First HD
From the director of Fast and Furious comes

the most anticipated action series of the year -
Season 1 of S.W.A.T. The series follows a locally
born and bred S.W.A.T. lieutenant - Daniel
‘Hondo’ Harrelson - who is torn between loyalty
to the streets and duty to his fellow officers when
he’s tasked to run a highly-trained unit that’s the
last stop for solving crimes in Los Angeles. Tune
in on November 9 (9pm KSA) to catch the action,
while viewers can enjoy new episodes every
Thursday back-to-back with the other action
packed series Lethal Weapon S2.

You can enjoy fresh episodes of your favorite
series such as How to Get Away with Murder,
Grey’s Anatomy, and Scandal every Sunday from
(8pm KSA), along with other exciting new
episodes of The Good Doctor on Mondays (8pm
KSA), The Gifted on Tuesdays (9pm KSA), and
The Flash (8pm KSA) and Inhumans (9pm KSA)
on Wednesdays. 

OSN first HD home of HBO
We have a bumper month of premieres to

enjoy such as Season 2 of Berlin Station on
November 6 (10pm KSA), which follows Daniel
Miller, who has just arrived at the CIA foreign
station in Berlin. Miller has a mission to uncover
the source of a leak who has supplied information
to a now-famous whistleblower named Thomas
Shaw. Don’t miss Season 2 of Chance on
November 10 (9pm KSA) in which a forensic neu-
ro-psychiatrist reluctantly enters a dangerous
and violent world; and Season 4 of The Strain on
November 15 (10pm KSA) in which vampires rav-
age New York City in this thrilling horror. Catch
the fascinating documentary The Farthest on
November 12 (10pm KSA), where more than 12
billion miles away a tiny spaceship is leaving our
Solar System and entering the void of deep space
- the first human-made object ever to do so.

OSN Series Comedy HD
We have the premiere of The Simpsons S29,

the longest running TV show of all time, on
November 16 (8pm KSA); American Housewife S2
on November 26 (9pm KSA), in which a strong-
willed mother, raising her flawed family in a
wealthy town filled with perfect wives and their
perfect offspring; and Kevin Can Wait S2 on
November 4 (8pm KSA), in which a newly retired
police officer looks forward to spending more
quality time with his wife and three kids only to

discover he faces much tougher challenges at
home than he ever did on the streets. 

Kids and Family
OSN has something for everyone including

kids! Based on the hit movie, Series 1 of Hotel
Transylvania telecasts on the Disney Channel HD
on November 13 from (5.45pm KSA). The Disney
XD will feature Avengers Secret Wards on
November 4 (6:50pm KSA). If you’ve always
wanted to be a princess then don’t miss the brand
new adventures of Nella the Princess Knight and
her trusty companions on Nick Jr from November
5 (7.50pm KSA) or watch Alvin and the
Chipmunks in this computer-animated version of
the classic series from November 6 (5.45pm
KSA) on Nick Toons. 

Factual shows
Are You Smarter Than a 5th Grader? is the

engaging show for the whole family in a knowl-
edge-test game to win big money from
November 4 on Discovery Family HD (7.30pm
KSA). Airing November 13 is The LA Riots: 25
Years Later which takes a look at the social issues

relating to what caused the 1992 LA riots on the
History Channel HD (8.10pm KSA) and not-to-
be-missed is the Savage Kingdom: Uprising
showing the day-to-day tribulations of wild lions
on Nat Geo Wild on November 28 (9pm KSA). 

Arabic
New and exclusive Arabic series this month

includes A’elat Al Hagg Noa’man, an Egyptian
series highlighting conflicts between different
family members on November 13 (7pm KSA).
Watch Thill El Helm - a social and psychological
drama series that focuses on the Saudi communi-
ty starting November 8 (8pm KSA). Enjoy Fadila
Khanum wa Bant’ha, a Turkish series about Fadila
Khanum, a mother of two daughters, eager to
gain money using her younger daughter’s model-
ing skills. Starts on November 21 (9pm KSA) and
airs Sundays to Thursdays. Finishing series
includes Ishq w Domou’, a Turkish drama where
poor meets wealthy ending on November 20
(8pm KSA). Continuing this month is the Middle
East’s production of the US hit show SNL Bilarabi
from 8pm (KSA) every Saturday night all through
November.

Haiti’s first female directed
movie bids for Oscars

OSN brings huge selection of
exclusive shows this November

ABangladeshi auto-rickshaw driver is
suing for damages after his phone num-
ber was used in a movie, leading to a

barrage of calls from female fans of the film’s
star that he says nearly destroyed his marriage.
Ijajul Mia told AFP yesterday he had received
hundreds of calls every day since the release in
June of “Rajniti”, in which the country’s top
movie star Shakib Khan is seen giving the num-
ber to his girlfriend.

“The use of my number in the movie made
my life completely miserable,” he said. “Every
day I got hundreds of of calls from mostly
female fans of Shakib Khan. They would say
‘Hello Shakib, I am your fan. Do you have two

minutes to talk to me?’” Mia said he had been
asked to leave his family home since the
movie’s release and his new wife had threat-
ened to leave him. He argued that he couldn’t
take a new number because his clients knew
the old one and he would lose business.

“I am a newly married man with one daugh-
ter. When these calls started coming, my wife
thought that I was having an affair,” he said.
One fan even travelled 500 kilometers to see
him after learning where he lived. Now Mia
wants to sue Khan, who also produced and
directed the movie, for damages of five million
taka ($60,975). —AFP

Bangladeshi auto driver sues
over movie mobile mix-up


